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Success Greets
Sunset’s First
Talent Program
Belly Johnson, May. Sloan.
Bartholomew, Brown,
W in P r i z e s
The first talent night Lawrence
College has seen in two years was
held in the Memorial Chapel Fri
day, May 7. The direction was in
}he hands of Eric Volkert with
Walter Coffey acting as master of
ceremonies.
First prize was awarded to Betty
Ann Johnson for her rendition of
“Three Weeks on Mrs. VanderbiltJohnson's Horse," wherein the so
cialite tries to add the equestrian
art to her many other accomplish
ments. Second prize was awarded
to the trio composed of Maureen
May and the Two-Dyc-hards Who
Never Got Over It. John Bartholo
mew and Irving Sloan. The ar
rangement was original, being a
take-off on the now popular song.
“The Love Bug Will Get You." The
Third prize was awarded to Dor
othy Brown who gave a reading en
titled ‘ Queen Elizabeth," by Max
well Anderson. The plot here Is
•round Queen Elizabeth and The
Earl of Essex, whom she ha3 sen
tenced to death for playing the role
of heir-presumptive to the throne.
Introduced by Director Walt Cof
fey the players did their stuff be
fore the three “Nine Old Men” of
Lawrence. The numbers on the
fourt program of Judges Dean
Carl Waterman of the Conserva
tory, Dr. Thomas S. Kepler, profes
sor of Bible and religion, and Mr.
tloward Troyer, professor of Eng
lish were:
Woodrow Ahlsen. Delta Sigma
Tau'; pride, Swedish guitar soloistvs.Brokaw Hillbillies Harry DeBaufer. George Wolner, George
Gray. Edward Koehneke, mit der
director Herr Perschbacher-vs-Betty Ann Johnson, humorous readervs-Lawrence Smiley Chabot and
his “Love Locked Out"-vs-Miss
Marian Ruel, the lightening toe
dancer-vs-James Morrow, Harry
Helterhoff. and Joe Koffend and
their “Meet Joe” skit-vs-Dorothy
Brown and Maxwell Anderson’*
“Elizabeth
the
Queen’’-vs-Delta
Sig's Bartella and Fobart, horn duet-vs-Alfred Haak, Phi Delts op
eratic artist.
A style show through the cour
tesy of Frank’s Dress Shop and ex
hibited by the inmates of Ormsby
and Sage topped off this well re
ceived program. Did these “dadburned college slickers" do right by
Nell? Next year will tell.
BILLBOARD
Fri.. May 7—Election of Officers
of the Student Body In the
Ariel Office. S:30-12:30 a. m.:
1:30-4:30 p. m.
Campos Talent Night at the
Chapel, 7:30 to 9 p. m.
Sat.. May 8—Alpha Delta Pi For*
mal.
Delta Tan Delta Formal.
Track meet with Beloit at
Lawrence.
Thurs., May 13—Campus Clttb
Tea at the President’s house.
Fri.. May 14—Election of four
members to Executive Com
mittee.
Interfraternity-sorority sing
at 7:30 p. m. at the new
Alexander Gymnasium.
Sat., May 15—Kappa Alpha The*
ta Formal.
Delta Gamma Formal.
Zeta Tau Alpha Formal.
Freshman Guest Day.
Mid-West Track Conference
at Carlton.
Wed., May 19—Brokaw Banquet.
Sat., May 22—Phi Delta Theta
Formal.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Formal.
State quadrangle meet at
Beloit.
Sat., M ay 29—Beta Theta Pi
Formal.
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Lawrence to Observe
Poetry Week May 2H
With Tea at Library
Lawrence College will observe
the tenth annual Poetry Week with
a special tea and modern poetry
program to be held in the College
Library on Sunday, May 23, ac
cording to Miss Anna M. Tarr, li
brarian.
A poetry contest open to fresh
men and sophomores will be a
feature of the observance, the win
ning poem and any others deserv
ing merit to be read at the tea.
The art department has designed
and distributed posters appropri
ately publicizing the occasion.

Mott Chosen by
Control Board to
Head Lawrentian
Troyer Chosen Faculty Ad
visor to Succeed
Clippinger
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MacDonald Is Elected Student
President in Close Balloting;
Pick Holloway, Cooley, Hatten
Student Executive

Peterson Leads in First
Distribution; Loses
In Second

Beta Theta Pi’s Robert Mott was
unanimously elected editor-in-chief
In voting which nearly doubled
of the Lawrentian for next year by
the February balloting BTPi's Don
the Board^of Control Wednesday.
ald of Beta Theta Pi, was victorious
Mr. Howard Troyer was elected
in a field of three, competing for all
to the position of faculty repre
sentative on the Board of Control;
college presidency. Alice Holloway
his term is for one year. He takes
was elected vice-president, Grace
the place of Mr. Frank W. ClippingCooley was chosen secretary, and
er.
for treasurer the electorate selected
Amendments Discussed
After Mr. Clippinger’s proposed
Phi Delt William Hatten.
amendments were taken off the ta
Competition for presidency was
ble, where they had been placed
exceedingly
close. On the first dis
at a previous meeting, the Board
tribution of votes Sig Ep Peterson
disposed of the problem in a series
T h i r t e e n Me in h e r s of motions. By the first, the Edi
lead the three way vote. Distributorial Council was formally^ recog
W ill he Installed
nized. The second motion was de
Nominating petitions for the
Mav 13
feated; it would have made both the
Executive Committee were in
editor and the managing editor in
the hands of the secretary last
Thursday, May 13 will be a luckj dividually responsible to the Board
night for; James Allen. Robert
day for the 13 who are to be initiat of Control for matters in their re
Arthur. Mary
Forest. James
ed into National Collegiate Players, spective provinces. The third mo
Gmeiner, James Joseph. June
the largest honorary collegiate dra tion was passed; this stipulated that
Mauland, Erwin Mueller, Bar
matic society in the country.
no reporter would make the staff
bara Rounds, Clarence Sheldon,
Elected to membership this yeai until such a time as he had demon
Robert Smith, Don Weidman.
were assistant to the Dean, Walter strated his reportorial ability to the
Daniel Wolterding. Voting will
“Colonel” Coffee, Sorcerer Irving editor and the faculty advisor on j
be held on Friday.
Sloan. Belle of the Tavern Sylvia the Board of Control.
Following the election. Business
Dubsk.v, “Ma‘* Margaret Mercer.
tion of the votes of Clifford Burton
Wolfish
Phyllis
Van
Vulpen Manager Cast moved that the edi
“Ducky" Rosemary DuPont. Albert tor's salary for the ensuing year be
threw the election to MacDonald.
“Bartender" Haak. in whose mem reduced to $175 and the managing
This was the second election in
ory students for a memorable mo editor's compensation be raised to
which preferential balloting attain*
ment of silence at 1:30, April 22. ¿150. The motion passed despite Ed
travelling salesman James Morrow, itor Ingraham's objections.
Tau Kappa Alpha E lffl* ed.
Production manager Roger Fischer. Lawrentiaa F o v 'ta a Educational
Vote Transfer
A r n o l d , Tuehscherer,
Robert Mott has been exchange
Everette Bauman, the "Misbehav
1st 2nd Total
ing Bishop,” Dorothy Below. Vir editor for the past year. Last year
Peterson
189 20 20»
Persehhacher, Berger
gin of the Christmas Play, sleepy he was not in school. In his fresh
MacDonald
178 52 230
Wilmer Witt, all-around technician man and sophomore years he was
Lawrence chapter of Tau Kappa Burton
and Evelyn Mertins who last year a reporter and administration edi
81 — —•
Alpha, national honorary forensic
also fell under the Sorcerer's spell tor. respectively.
Invalid
3 12
12
In his application, Mott stated “I fraternity, announced the election
The ceremony will take place
believe that the chief function of of four Lawrence debaters to its
Thursday evening.
451 451 451
This afternoon at 1:00 P. M. in the Lawrentian is an educational roll this week. They are: Edward
the little Theatre Miss Gertrude one both for its readers and for
Since only two candidates were
Johnson, executive secretary and those who publish it." To attain thi? Arnold, senior; Konrad Tuchschcr- nominated for cach of the other
treasurer of National Collegiate he pointed out the necessity of free er, junior; and Wesley PerschbachPlayers will address the local dra dom from any censorship, direct er and Harriet Berger, sophomores. three positions voted on, majorities
elected the candidates. The voting
matic group, on reviving the local or indirect. Secondly, he urged the
Second Oldest
exnenditure of much effort in de
chapter.
Tau Kappa Alpha, founded in went as follows.
Instructor of English. Howard veloping a smoothly functioning re 1908, is the second oldest honorary Vice-President:
William Troyer and associate pro portorial staff. Thirdly, he advo forensic fraternity in the United
Alice Holloway
*
281
fessor of English, Warren Beck are cated an editorial policy striking a States. At the present time it has 1 Margaret Seip
170
among the members of this honor balance between discussion of cam some ninety chapters throughout ,
ary. Mr. Bcck’s play "No One Can pus affairs and those of wider ap the United States, and an approx-1
451
Say” was printed in a recent issue plication. He also urged the con imatc membership of 10.000. The Secretary:
of National Collegiate Players mag tinued use of the "So They Say” purpose of the fraternity is to en
Grace Cooley
300
azine and despite the title, received column and the establishing of a courage “forensic attainment in
Florence Johnson
151
column for faculty opinion.
much favorable comment.
those who have shown more than
usual ability in forensic activities.”
451
Its history is unique among col Treasurer:
lege societies. It was founded by a
23.1
Bill Hatten
group of men who were associated
Betty Jane Capps
21S
with Indiana colleges and univer
sities, in the office of the Lt. Gov.
451
of Indiana. It has never been ex
President-Elect MacDonald haa
clusively a speech department or
ganization. Its interest in civic af been active before in Student gov
BY CHESTER CREIDER
competition was a m o n g
such fairs is illustrated by the fact that ernment; he was a member of the
For the last ten years, back to schools as Wisconsin University, the New York Civic Club composed Executive Committee. He was pres
and including 1927-28, the Student Milwaukee State Teachers, and of graduate TKA's sponsored the ident of Beta Sigma Phi at the time
Activities Ticket has remained at
first intercollegiate radio speaking it was inducted into national Beta
the same price level of $16.50 until Marquette. These games were well contest two weeks ago over the Theta Pi MacDonald. MacDonald
the current year. For the year attended and gate receipts were Blue Network of the National has also been active in athletics
1926-27 the price was $13. The in large.
Broadcasting Company. It main with varsity football, interfrater
crease was due to the fact that the
Then Lawrence went into the tains an active forum in N. Y. City. nity sports, and the school cham
Ariel, up to 1926-27 an independent Mid-West conference.
This cut TKA also presents the National pionship in the heavy weight divi
organization, was taken into the down the attractiveness of “big- High School Forensic Award an sion in boxing to his credit. He is
school and therefore put on the stu tcam" games; so naturally gate re nually to the U. S. high school a member of the L Club. MacDon
dent fee.
ceipts fell and expenses rose be which over a period of six years ald comes from Merrill, Wisconsin.
Finishing her term as secretary
It had been the habit of the Ariel cause of compliance with the con has done the most outstanding work
of the Executive committee Alpha
to use high pressure salesmanship, ference rules concerning equip in forensics.
Others elected to Tau Kappa Al Delta Pi Alice Holloway, takes ov
throughout the year, selling space ment, upkeep, etc. During this per
in Its book and charging insertion iod of change, the coach and stu pha last spring and now on the er her position as Vice-president.
fees of each fraternity, sorority, dents mutually agreed that the Col campus include Margaret Seip. Miss Holloway is from Glencoe. Illi
campus organization. This expense lege should increase the interest in Marjorie Fulton, Evelyn Mertins, nois. Grace Cooley, Delta Gamma,
had become compounded by the athletics and increase the number Grace Lightfoot, and Albert In was recently elected Ariel editor
time one became a senior, for one of fields of competition. This meant graham. Margaret Mercer is the for 1937-38. She is a member of
paid three or four times to as many the constant buying of new equip other undergraduate member on Mortar Board. Miss Cooley comes
organizations as he was a member ment and an increase in expendi the campus.
from Oshkosh.
Successful Season
of so that it could have its picture tures on other items.
The
elections
to
the
honorary
fra
inserted in the book. The present
A new gym was constructed to
set up of paying once, all will house the expanded program. Golf, ternity mark the close of a success
TENNIS COURTS
agree, was a much needed improve tennis, swimming, wrestling, hand ful season for the Lawrence debate
In definition of policy in re
ment.
ball. and squash were added to the squad under the direction of Mr.
gard to the tennis courts: the
Athletic Advance
athletic program. During this per Rexford S. Mitchell, professor of
tennis courts are provided for
In looking over the records of the iod of growing expenditures and speech. During the season 100 de
athletic side of the College a most expansion, the apportionment of bates were participated in by mem the use of the student body, the
faculty and staff, and the stu
interesting fact was discovered by the ticket to the Athletic Associa bers of the various teams, and more
dents of the Institute, and any of
your reporter. Ten years ago the tion remained at $7.40. Of course, than thirty students saw active
service
in
a
number
of
debates.
De
these at any time have prior
three major sports, football, basket not all the expenditures were
baters
appeared
in
four
different
right to the use of them over
ball, and track, were the only ath thrown onto the Association, but it
letics Lawrence College indulged is safe to say they did assume their tournaments and debated before a towns people, and may at any
number
of
community
clubs
and
time exert this right.
in. The athletic allotment of the
schools.
Turn to Page 4
student ticket was then $7.40. Our

Revive National
College Players

Choose Four to
Forensic Group

Activities Ticket is
Ten Years*A-Growing*
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Dr. Shimer Will
Address Phi Beta
Kappa Initiates

Laurentian Head

Dr. William Allison Shimer, edi
tor of the American Scholar, offi
cial organ of Phi Beta Kappa, will
be the speaker at a formal dinner
of Gamma chapter of that fratern
ity to be held at Ormsby Hall at
seven o'clock next Monday evening,
May 10.
Dr. Shimer will speak on **A
Philosophy of Culture" and will al
so outline some of the activities of
Phi Beta Kappa.
Initiate Members
The dinner will follow the initia
tion at 6:30 P. M. of the seven
memberk-elect of Gamma chapter
who were chosen at the spring elec
tion. These are Jane Carr, Stanley
Chmiel, Jane Cornell,
Mildred
Gacnge, Albert Ingraham, Sorcn
Mi< kelson and Mildred Taege.
This initiation will bring the to
tal number in the present senior
class who are members of Phi Beta
Kappa to twelve. Five members.
William Christensen. Thomas Jenkin. Dorothy
Mitchell. George
Moersch, and Belva Stratton were
initiated last fall.
Speak in Convocation
Dr. Shimer will also speak In
Convocation on Monday morning.
His subject then will be "The Cor
relation Between Youth and Intel
ligence.”
Mr. Shimer has a widely estab
lished reputation as a scholar and
a speaker. He received his M. A.
and his Ph. D. from Harvard Uni
versity. Since that time he has
served in the national office of Phi
Beta Kappa, and has held the post
of editor on the American Scholar
since 1932. He has given addresses
in 38 states and has been active in
»-dult lecture-discussion work in
Harry Emerson Fosdick’s church.

Next Week’s
Chapel
Monday: Dr. William Shimer, ed
itor of American Scholar, will
Kpeak.
Wednesday: Student Convocation.
Saturday: Freshman Guest Day.
A facetious philosopher at Michi
gan State College claims that “Life
is one damfool thing after another
and love is two damfool things af
ter each other.”

NOTICE TO SENIORS
The Library will be open to
seniors on two Sundays, May 16
and 23, from 9:00-12:00 a. m. and
2:00 4:00 p. m. It will be closed
Miiy 31 due to the célébration of
Memorial Day.

Review Chicago
Burton, Peterson, MacDonald
Education Plan
Present Platforms in Chapel
Epoch Created in Extra
ordinary Pre-EIeetion
Procedure

Noted Editor to Speak at
Formal Dinner Fol
lowing Initiation

ROBERT MOTT

Alumni Attend
Sig Ep Reunion
Marshall Wiley W ill be
Toa*tma*ter at Ban*
qnet This Evening
Alumni of the Wisconsin Alpha
chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon from
the entire country gathered here
yesterday for the bi-ennuil Sig Ep
reunion on May 7, 8. and 9. Marsh
all Wiley, *33, will act as toastmas
ter at the banquet at the Northern
Hotel tonight. Wiley held the office
of president of the student body
and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa
while at Lawrence.
The program as planned by Char
les Schwartz, reunion chairman, in
cludes a buffet supper at the Sig
Ep house yesterday, followed by a
smoker and bridge. This afternoon
the alums showed the actives how
golf and baseball were played in
the “good old days.” President
Thomas N. Barrows and Dean John
S. Millis will attend the banquet to
night. The new district governor
for Wisconsin and Minnesota, Neal
Miley of Minneapolis, will also be
present. Clarence Sheldon and Cle
ment Ketchum. secretary of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon Householding
Corporation, are in charge of the
banquet.
On Sunday will be held the elec
tion of officers to the Householding Corporation in addition to
countless discussions of happenings
in years past. The present officers
of the Householding Corporation
are Albert Franzke, president; Cle
ment Ketchum. secretary; Heckert
Heilig. Lloyd Watson, and William
Wright.
Having a girl during spring quar
ter, calculates a math wizard at
the University of Minnesota, is
equivalent to carrying 10 extra
hours, for which you get some cred
it but no honor points.
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LAWEENTIAN

Lawrence students packed the
Memorial Chapel at last Wednes
day’s Convocation to see and hear
history made by the three candi
dates for the presidency of the stu
dent body. Apparently interest was
high, for no books were in evi
dence, and applause and laughter
were gratifyingly supplied at the
proper junctures.
All three candidates fearlessly
denounced Lawrentian apaty in
matters which demand pep, and all
bemoaned an insufficient
social
program.
Delta Tau Delta's candidate. Cliff
Burton, spoke first, much to the
dismay of the Sig Ep platform com
mittee. Burton, after announcing
himself to be aware of*a serious
deficiency in our student govern
ment, established himself verbal
ly as a combine "buster.” Pro
ceeding with the familiar platform,
he advocated merit only as a qual
ification for election of all offic
ers, monthly reports to the Execu
tive Committee by its sub-commit
tees. and uniforms for the pep
band.
Peterson'« Popular Platform
Launching out from more famil
iar ground, he stated that he fa
vored the proposed advance in
price or the Student Activities Tic
ket, with appropriations from the
increase for the Pep Band and for
the Convocation Committee. His
final bid for votes were proposals
that important campus groups like
the Student Forum keep in close
touch with the Executive Commit
tee. and that Chapel be held only
twice each week.
Perry Peterson presented his
popular platform next. He express
ed his confidence in the efficacy of
the present student government set
up. and then proceeded to explain
how* he could make it function.
Primarily, he advocated election on
the basis of proposed appoint
ments, and promised appointment
of Phi Delt John Schmerein as So
cial Chairman and Delt Tom Ja 
cobs as Pep Chairman in the event
of his election.
His proposed social program call
ed for bigger and better bands, on
ly slightly second rate, such as Ted
Weems. Maurie Sherman, and Lou
ie Panico. His also proposed danc
es of an unusual nature with a
culminating prom with bands book
ed far enough ahead to assure Joe
Roberts enough quiet evenings.
His pep program included new
uniforms for 30 pep band players of
$200 and 10 more for 40 men at
$300. His solution for dull Chapel
programs was to increase student
membership of the Convocation
Committee to five, and he proposed
to eliminate ignorance of campus
affairs by the appointment of a
publicity chairman.
Practical Mr. MacDonald
Big Scotty MacDonald, the hope
of the Betas, spoke to conclude the

epochal program. He declared him
self to be free from utopian delu
sions in proposing to solve the
freshman's aptly discovered cam
pus problems by delegating Exec
utive Committee members to serve
on Pep and Social Committees,
thereby keeping everybody awake.
To improve Convocation programs,
he advocated a more active Com
mittee, and showed his quick ob
servation by advocating more stu
dent speakers.
On the matter of Lawrence Day.
he suggested that the freshmen be
relieved by the student body of re
sponsibility for the program. He
proposed a new supervisory com
mittee to reviewf and integrate all
campus activities (but proposed no
names). He promised more All-col
lege dances and bigger frolics for
the L. W. A. He concluded by
sounding a watchword — coopera
tion, which will make possible bet
ter aa-campus functions.
The favorable reception of the
program indicates that it may have
established a precedent, valuable
in creating lively discussion of con
troversial platforms on the eve of
elections.

“ Cone With W ind”
Receives Pulitzer
Journalism Award
New York. May 3-The St. Louis
Post Dispatch, the novel “Gone With
the Wind.” and the play •'You Can't
Take It With You” received Pulitzer
awards for excellence in American
journalism and letters last Monday
night.
The committee, announcing t*e
awards at its annual banquet, said
the “disinterested and meritorious
public service” for which the Post
Dispatch was honored was the ex
posure of wholesale registration
frauds in St. Louis.
The prize for the best American
historical work went to Van Wycks
Brooks for "Flowering of New Eng
land.”
TThe biography prize was given to
Allan Nevins for his “Hamilton
Fish, the inner history of the Grant
administration.”
The poetry award was given to
Robert Frost for his “A Further
Range.”

I Tniversity o f Chicago Edu
cational
Experiment
Closes Eighth Y ear
For eight years, President Ro
bert M. Hutchinson has conducted a
sweeping experiment In education
at the University of Chicago. As
this eight year period closes, the
Chicago Daily Maroon has just
completed a detailed review of the
plan, its objectives, and its success
es.
In summing up the success of the
plan, a Maroon editorial suggests
that since it is now so well de
fined, it should be called the Chi
cago Plan, and that it has succeed
ed conspicuously in directing stu
dent interest increasingly toward
intellectual affairs. Such success Is
due, claims the Maroon, to the lack
of a fixed system and the pres
ence of a spirit of progress in ed
ucation.
The Chicago Plan is characteris
ed by an organization of the cur
riculum into major divisions in
stead of departments, by an empha
sis on broad self-education and on
the acquisition of intellectual skill
rather than facts. Devices which
have been adopted to further these
aims are optional class attendance,
comprehensive examinations, and
a revised grading system.
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Talk Leaves Shoes and
Ships and Sealing Wax;
Veers to Spring Posies
Wc picked a spring bouquet the other day, and we callcd it “forget-menots” of the past week at Lawrence. Some of the flowers were sweet to
smell, some were just common everyday weeds, but “forget-me-nots"
Just the same. There was the usual weekend formal variety, smart and
sophisticated, and then the more intimate and personal variety, the High
Cliff picnic kind. There is one flower which is just putting forth its prom
ising bloom, and its thorns have forecast that some people may have a
somewhat thorny time of it. That’s that prickly election variety, and we
have a sneaking suspicion maybe it bloomed sometime yesterday. We
were amused at those revived amateur blooms, too. Then there was a
little bud. We recognized it right away—the sweetest of them a ll—just
Mother’s Day.
Mother’s Day Banquets
The Alpha Chi Omegas will give Sage -tomorrow afternoon from
a Mother's Day banquet at the Con three to five o’clock.
way Hotel tomorrow noon. Each
Sorority Formal
mother will be presented with a
This evening the Alpha Delta Pis
corsage. Mary Forest is to be toast - will swing to the music of Tommy
mistress, and Phyllis Van Vulpen Temple at the Riverview Country
and Emily Swan are the speakers. Club.
Kappa Alpha Theta is giving a
The chaperones are Mr. and Mrs
Mother's Day banquet at the North Alden F. Megrew and Mr. and Mrs.
ern Hotel tomorrow. A corsage is Nathan Pusey. The guests are Dean
to be given to each mother. Ethel and Mrs. Carl J. Waterman. Mr
Helmer and Marian Humleker will and Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows. Dr.
and Mrs. John S. Millis. Miss Jean
be the speakers.
A tea will be given by Kapp:. ette Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. How
Delta for their mothers tomorrow ard Troyer.
Gay Patterson is the chairman for
at their sorority rooms from three
to five o’clock. The pledges are in the dance.
Formal« Coming and Going
charge of the tea.
Delta Tau Delta's spring formal
Fraternities Celebrate Mother*« Day
The* members of Beta Theta Pi will be at Northshore this evening.
will bring their mothers to the Ap The lucky couples will dance to the
pleton Hotel tomorrow' noon for music of Joe Gumin's orchestra.
At Riverview' Country Club, last
an annual Mother’s Day dinner. Dr.
T. S. Kepler will be the speaker Saturday night, May 1. fifty couples
for the occasion. The mothers will dined at tables decorated w-ith can
be able to find their places if they dles and center-pieces of spring
can recognize their sons after such flowers and danced to Tom Tem
Iona absence, for the place cards ple’s music. The Phi Kappa Tau
will have the sons’ pictures on one fraternity crest hung over the man
side, and a picture of the Beta man tel, with colored spotlights play
ing on it. Chaperones at the party
sion on the other.
Tiii» Phi Kappa Taus will play were Dr. and Mrs. L. C. Towle, Dr
host to their parents at an annual and Mrs. D. M. Delo. and Dr. and
banquet at the Phi Tau house to Mrs. M. M. Bober. Wilmer Witt was
chairman in charge of the dance.
morrow.
Initiations
Teas For Mother*«
William Lohr. Arthur Reimtnn.
The Alpha Delta Pis will present
their mothers with gardenia cor and James Van Doren w'erc form
sages at their rooms at a tea from ally initiated into Sigma Phi Epsi
three to five o’clock afternoon. The lon on Monday evening, following
color scheme will be carried out in the weekly active-pledge buffet
blue and yellow. Gay Patterson. dinner
Delta Sigma Tau formally initiat
Adine Clare. Betty Biety and Grada
ed Robert Borman. Wilfred Sam
De More will be in charge.
The Zcta Tau Alphas are also uel« n. and Park Loren on Sunday.
giving a tea In honor of their moth May 2.
Alums Attend Meetings
ers. Fudora Beadle, Harriet Berger
About twenty Phi Kappa Tau
and Muriel Engelland are in charge
alumns attended the reu.tion dinof the tea.
Sigma Alpha Iota is giving a
Mother’s Day banquet at the
Hearthstone Tea room tomorrow
Jane Hever is making the arrange
ments.
Mortar Beard Honors Mother*
—
LAST DAY —
Everyone is invited to attend the
Barbara Stanwyck, Joel MeCrea
Mother’s Day Tea given at Russell
in “BANJO ON MY KNEF*

E L IT E

Re viewing
The Reviens
“The Amaxing Dr. Clitterhouse”
In this very ordinary gangster
yarn we find Sir Cedric Hardwicke
playing an entirely different role.
Those of us who saw him play in
“Green Light" can hardly realize
how one man can be equally ef
fective in the role of a pastor and
a gangster.
In this present Broadway suc
cess Sir Hardwicke, a dignified
physician, gets mixed up with a
mob of fur thieves and carries on
with them in a very convincing
manner. -The ordinary American
detective or gangster picture is
played at tap speed so as not to
allow the audience the opportunity
of spending too much time think
ing about the logic of its characters
and plot. The English gain the
same effect by relaxing the audi
ence's thinking until they are ready
to accept as fact anything that is
going on before them. With anyone
as capable as Sir Hardwicke of
holding the pace, the action runs
along smoothly, glibly, and with
out sagging.
“Richard II”
By far the most popular of the
present Shakespearean plays, this
tragedy has New Yorkers standing
in the aisles. Stage says this of it:
“Shakespeare as it should be done—
colorfully costumed, quickly paced,
beautifully acted. Maurice Evans
as the last but one abdicating Eng
lish king is the talk of the town
who fulfills everything you hear
about him.”
ner at the fraternity house on Sun
day, May 2.
An alumni dinner will be held at
the Delta Tau Delta house on
Thursday, May 6 .
Tuesday evening. May 4. the Beta
Theta Pis gathered for a smoker
at the house.
Former Lawrentian Weds
Mary Bonini of Appleton became
the bride of Raymond Weber, also
of Appleton, on Saturday. May 1.
The bride attended the Lawrence
Conservatory of Music, where she
became affiliated w’ith Sigma Al
pha Iota sorority. Mr. Weber is em
ployed at the Appleton Wire Works

For
Speedy—
Reliable —
Service—

YELLOW CAB
Telephone 6000

To Sentons

—
Coming —
“ONE IN A MILLION’
with SONJA HENIE

— who intend to enter a
graduate school or profes
sional school, a tte n tio n is
called to the facilities at
Marquette University.
Graduate courses leading to
master’s and doctor’s degrees.

• PA PER and
• FOU N TAIN PENS

Sylvester & Nielsen, i*
209 £ . College Ave.

Water colors and oil paintings of
Miss Margaret Rape, a graduate of
Lawrence College in the class of
'36, and now assistant to Mr. A. F.
Megrew, instructor of art history
and appreciation, were exhibited at
the Lawrence College Library from
April 26 to May 7.
The exhibit featured some of the
most interesting places in Apple
ton. A water-color painting of “Col
lege and Oneida Street" is a busy
corner, with its lighted store win
dows, traffic lights and automobiles.
In “Students Going to Chapel" she
catches the collegiate spirit of the
students as they stand about in
groups before that last bell rings.
Scenes From Appleton
Of singular interest is her "Epis
copal Church Tower,” which many
of the young hopefuls have been
sketching this past week. The eyes
of the artist see warm colors in
the gray bricks of the tower and
in the reflections of the blue glass
windows.
Many of the harbor scenes. In
cluding
“Fishing Boats.’’ were
painted by Miss Rape while in
Nantucket, Massachusetts, several
years ago, a favorite place of con
temporary artists because of the
picturesque scenery.
Railway Station
Alert, original, and with a sense
of the dramatic. Miss Rape painted
the railway stations—her latest water-colors.
Her attempts at oil painting in
clude a protrait of an old man and
a landscape in winter.

Miss Marjorie Lewis, B. A. will
present her senior recital in organ
tomorrow afternoon, May 9, at 4:30
P. M. in the Chapel. Miss Lewis en
tered Lawrence College as a trans
fer from Wheaton College, Boston,
Mass. Majoring in the college, she
graduated last June with the de
gree of bachelor of arts with mu
sic as a minor. This year she will
complete her w’ork at the Conserv
atory and will receive her bachel
or of music degree in June. Miss
Lewis appeared on recital programs
last year including the commence
ment program.

Thrifty Ormshy Women
Make Own (losinetics
Ormsbyites recently have been
daubed with cold cream of their
own making as protection against
the blistering heat of the back
porch. Aroused by Dr. Darling's
campaign against manufactured cos
metics, they invaded the physical
science lab last week and cooked
up their own brand of goo.
SENIOR TEA
Members of the Senior Class will
be guests of the Campus Club at
a tea on Thursday. May 13. The
event will take place at the home of
President Thomas N. Barrows front
four until six o'clock.
NOTICE
I.oat or Misplaced: An Electrobewi Photographic light measur
ing meter contained In a brown
leather alpper ease. Reward
Tom Gettleman. rare Ariel of
fice.

MODERN
Dry Cleaners
222 E. College Ave.

BET T ER D R Y C L E A N IN G
COSTS N O M O R E T HAN
O R D IN A R Y C L E A N IN G
Same Bldg. as East End
Postal Station

Evening
Glamour
Will Be Found
in Our Exquisit«

—
MOX.-TUES. —
(Bargain Days—All Seats 15c)
“DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND-’
with
Richard Dix — Dolores Del Rio
Chester Morris

• N OTE BOOKS

Lewis Will
Margaret Rape Marjorie
Give Senior Recital
Portrays Life
Of the Vicinity

Call a

—
SAT.—SUN. —
JOHN WAYNE in
‘Winds of the Wasteland’

LO O SE LEA F
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Professional curricula in med
icine, law, dentistry, dental
hygiene, nursing, engineering,
journalism, business adminis
tration, platform art, dra
matic art.
Marquette University is on
the approved list of the As
sociation of American Univer
sities and is an accredited
member of the North Central
Association of Colleges. Each
college and school is approved
by the national bodies organ
ised to set up educational
standards.
Addreaa
The Student Advieer,
Marquette Ua'uraraitjr,
for complete information.

New
,Cotton
Formals
Starched Laces — Marquisette
— Organza — Printed Linens
— Pique — Chiffons — Nets
— Glared Chintz.

Sizes 12 to 20
Priced
from

*1 2 ”

We Invite your inspec’ ioa at
Uiese lovely creations.

-Fashion Shop

We close on Saturday at noon

New Location — Next to Heckert*
MILWAUKEE

T EI

Tag* Four

Saturday, May S, 1M 7

LAWRENTIAN

Gala Program
Activities Ticket Up
Is Announced for
F ;ve Dollars Since y27
Guest Day May 15 CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

expenditures, taken item by item,
share of the burden, as is only rea would indicate that the Association
was able to keep within the budget
sonable.
In 1932-33 the Little Theatre was stipulations. Total budgeted ex
added to the Student Ticket in the pense was $3224.61. Actually the ex
hopes of giving the dramatic de pense was $3120,04. The basketball
Freshman Guest Day at Law
partment a better chance to pro budget was $1732.50 with actual ex
rence promises to be a gala week mote itself. The original allotment
penses amounting to $1476.63. Total
end filled with good entertainment. has nearly doubled until now it estimated expenditures stand at
Stanley Avery, as president of the is $120. L. W. A. was added to $7592.11 and total estimated receipts
freshman class, is in complete the Ticket in 1933-34. Its appro at $7995.11, plus a balance of $403
priation has decreased from eighty
charge of the program, which in cents to 75 cents. The Executive for credit. The actual outcome is,
cludes:
Committee and Convocation Com
Friday, May 14, 7:30 P. M.: Inter- mittee were added in 1935-36 at ten of course, not to be had yet, but
fraternity-sorority song fest at cents each. In the past ten years from present indications it should
not be too disappointing.
the Alexander Gymnasium.
the Forensic Board allotment has
Saturday, 8 A. M.: May breakfast dropped by half to $1.00. The Law
on Orm: by terrace arranged for rentian appropriation has fluctuat Anita Cast Awarded
bv the L. W. A.
ed around the figure of $2.59, set
Columbia Scholarship
Chapel program, 10 A. M.; Stan tling at $2.64 at the present as com
ley Avery for the freshmen. pared with $2.75 originally. The
Miss Anita Cast, class of ’35 and
President T. N. Barrows, and Senate allotment remained at fif daughter of Dr. and Mrs. G. C. Cast,
Fred Leech will speak.
teen ccnts until 1934-35 when it was has been named an alternate for a
Tennis match between t vo of (he dropped from the ticket and the scholarship at Columbia University,
better students on the campus Executive and Convocation Com according to an announcement
at 11 A. M.
mittees were substituted in its made recently by President Nich
Dinner, 12:30 A. M.; .vlary White place. Women's athletics has drop olas Murray Butler. She is a can
is in charge at Ormsby.
ped from the original seventy cents didate for the master’s degree at
Marian Hurileker is toastmis- to fifty cents at present.
the University of Wisconsin this
tr c f at Orms. y, Kenneth. Wal
year, and was elected to Phi Beta
Fee Unchanged
ker. toast nastcr at Brokaw.
During this entire period of Kappa at Lawrence in 1935.
Freshman track meet with Ripon growth, expansion, and change, the
Miss Cast, if chosen, will be one
at 2:30 P. M.
total fee remained at $16.50. In of the eight recipients of scholar
Tea danc' with Tom Temple's or 1936-37 the fee was raised $1.50 to ships for political science, philoso
chestra from 3:00 to 5:30 P. M. $18. The Ariel received the sub phy, and pure science. These schol
at the Alexander Gymnasium stantial increase of from $2.87 to arships are open to all graduates
Buffet supper at the little gym at $4.31. The Lawrentian assignment of colleges and scientific schools
six o'clock.
was increased from $2.59 to $2.64. who are under 30 years of age.
Saturday evening:
Women’s athletics was cut five
By cutting the shells of hen?,
One-act play, at 7:30 P. M. at the cents to fifty ccnts. The other ac
Chapel followed by i;inging by tivities remained the same as to eggs and glueing a small glass
pane over the hole with petrol
the I^wrence
A
Cappella allotment.
Choir
In studying the budget of the eum jelly, experimenters, under the
Sunday:
Athletic Association for 1936-37 direction of Dr. Howard Kernkamp.
Crowning of the May Queen at your reporter found several reveal of the University of Minnesota'.;
2:30 P. i i. on Sage terrace.
ing facts. The much heard cry of farm, can watch the actual growth
The freshmen in charge of the wild expenditures for team travel of baby chicks while in the shell.
various phases of the progran. arc will be quelled somewhat by the
Dorothy Martin and Winston Pcng- following statements. For football
elly, invitations: Betty Jane Capps games away from the College, travel
and Ralph Schuettge, reception: expenditures constituted well un
Wayne Cochran and Ruthellen Pel- der one-half of the total expendi
ton, entenai ncnt; Janice New tures. the figures being $492.23 and
ell and folden Spencer, refresh $1.054.96 respectively. The balance
ments; Monica Worsely and Bob went toward hotel, broadcasting ,
and other miscellaneous expendi
Smith, program.
tures. Basketball expenditures for
travel totaled $491.40 of the total
Court Has Not Turned
$751.34, »lightly over half.
Liberal, Says Bober Probably Remain Within Budget
Quality Meats
Studied from another angle—that i
The belief thet the Supreme of remaining within the budget—in j
234 E. College Ave.
Court has turned liberal as evi the three major sports and the five
denced by the recent Wagner Act minor ones the difference between
decision will not be convincing to stimated expenditures and actual *
the supporters of the President'?
proposal. Dr. M. M. Bober, profes
sor of economics told a Lawrentian
reporter. The decision hung on
the vote of Justice Roberts; there
fore the court as a whole has not
Appleton's Most Delightful
«•hanged much in viewpoint. Forced
I ehind the present agitation to lib- '
<rali/e the court will insist that this I
is not sufficient assurance of a fu- j
ture librral attitude. Dr. Bober be
lieves. They will demand a bettei <
safeguard thnt reliance on the fluc
Appleton, Wisconsin
tuating opinion cf Justice Roberts. |
1 JO E. Lawrence St.

Program Include« SongF « l, Tea Dance, Fresh
man Track Meet

Voecks
Bros.

to Speak
Womanly Wiles MajorToMixson
Government Clue«
Solve Baffling
Cipher Message

Major A. M. Mixson, in charge of
the Appleton district division of the
national guard, will lecture on na
tional defense to Mr. DuShane’s
We've got it—but don’t look too American government class on
defeated, boys, it was womanly Saturday.
wiles, not brain power that elicited
the young innocent dangling from
the long and zealously sought de this line?
coding of that smarty message from
* * *
the faculty printed thus in last
As has been generally remarked
week's Lawrentian:
by the student-minority, the Lib
“HJB
UPFMJTN
AGO HH has rolled down the asbestos, turn
PTHEL YPRAQKKOZ
NUIFEU ed out the lights and put out the
PJJ HOEYIKUN BOUKQPDJP DU cats a mite earlier of an evening of
HJV H LXIPLJP DU HJLVYS late. One other step in the proced
EIYGU TK QQPFFP ZU PJE ure of closing house is locking
HKDQTTR KRRU WEF HKJLYH same, but before this major oper
NN PCB.”
ation occurs there ought to be care
And if you can figure out the ful exploration and diagnosis. No
code even with the answer before general gripe is raised, but par
you, well, you are hereby qualified ticular cases begin to pop up.
as an ex officia Phi Bete.
When the chief pillar of the Sci
‘The ancient men of great knowl ence Department is forced to an ig
edge accept the impudent challenge nominious exit from the citadel of
of the children of thirty-seven to learning, the time has come for
combat upon the eighth of May.” a demonstration or an amendment
* * *
or a raise in the Student Activities
From the Madison Daily Cardinal Ticket. At least, let it be aired in
comes this dainty tid-bit: “Phi Kap these pages. What was Mr. Roger’s
pa Tau’s Wallie Bigford’s claim to surprise to find himself competent
fame in Madison is that he is track ly entombed in said edifice one
manager. But wjien he goes away night not long since? However, In
his claims know no bounds.
genuity and scientific perspicacity
“During spring vacation, he saw allied to restore the gentleman to
a gal at Lawrence College.
We wife and kiddies, and the incident
don't know whether it was THE bears mention as a warning to eth
girl or not, but at any rate. Wal ers with such power of concentra
lie was gunning for a very fine im tion.
pression. Before1 he finished his
line, he left the impression that he
A “Thank-God-It’s-Friday Club,”
was track’s finest pole vaulter.
Intercollegiate chapter 2, has been
“And so do Wisconsin men go established at Washington Univer
away and impress poor innocent sity to promote “end-of-the-week
small college gals.**
relaxation with
temperate beer
This rates a reprint because we're drinking and scholarly discussion
tantalized beyond words—who is of the week’s events."

F o r e f f ic ie n t a n d .
d e p e n d a b le w o r k
Call

Patterson Plumbers
.-FREEMAta

Candle Glow Tea Room

Luncheon and Dining Service

You’ll find our
popular delicacies
at the new

DIAN A Restaurant

Flo w ers reign suprem e-

Delivery Service

When

HOFFMANNS

Puritan Bakery
423 W. College Ave.

tliere’s

spring,

DON'TSAY

E’~

SAY

a formal, anti above all,

...and you'll get greater value from your shoe dollar.

M O T H E R ’S D A Y .

Everything about them ., th e ir style...the
painstaking care with which they're made...

a vi c

VaiHenberg Greenhouse

the way they fit...the comfort they give
all combine to give you every 'fli|hPriced' feature... except the price.

Catering to Your Good Taste
CAND

HOPPE

COPPER r f l KFTTI.FJ
^

t í a —

_

RESTAURANT
“ Famous for Fine Foods”

G R IS IH J lt t i
231 E. College Ave.
Phone 5308
Appleton, Wis.

531 W. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

W 0 M N W tT W M I B B

,..fV

MILLION*

Brown or Black Calf, Brown, Ore7
or White Buck with leather or
crepe rubber soles.

$5.00 to $6.00

H E C K E R T SH O E CO

Phone 5448

THE

STORE

B SB L

WE

R E B U ILD

SHOES

Saturday, May S, 1997
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Twice Victorious Vikings
Meet Beloit Track Team in
Dual Meet This Afternoon
Contest I» First Home
Meet of This
Season
The Gold from Beloit are bring
ing a large and complete squad of
tracksters here today to clash with
Lawrence's 1936 State champions.
The Vikings show 83-47 and 90-41
win* over Carroll and Ripon, re
spectively. while Beloit has defeat
ed Armour and Ripon 62^-53}; 84-47,
but dropped a close meet to Car
roll’s Pioneers. 66-65.
Veterans Bob Gates, hurdler and
dash man; Fred Gertz. high iumper;
Ray Gibson, high and broad jump
er; Ray Herdman in the dashes;
Garry Phillips in the forints; and
Johnny Ross, two miler are the
Mcansmen emblem winners of 1936.
Strong for the up and coming soph
omore class are Bill Crawford in
the hurdles; Fred Woleban in the
high iump: RuhlofT in the half mile;
and Joe Tomulis in the weights.
Where Beloit scores she may
score heavily, with extra ability in
grabbing scconds and thirds. Coach
Means has developed a very large
and fairlv dangerous track squad
which will begin to take more and
more places as the season progress
es and loom next season as a very
definite confcrence threat.
Sprinters Phillips. Gates and
Herdman. all veterans, will carry
the Gold's Colors a long way against
Viking dashmen. Graf, VandcWalle.
Gerlach, VanNostrad and Beck. If
Graf can continue his present pace,
he probably will spear the 100. but
the 220 Is still a question mark.
Sauer, a Belrit sophomore, is a fast
man and will al;o perform in the

220.

Quarter mile; Phillips and Sauer
will run for the Mcansmen with
Vandy and Gerlach competing for
Ihe Blue and White. It looks plenty
close here again.
Half mile; Through the loss of
the great half miler. Jim Brown,
Beloit is considerably weakened.
Tick Klock and RuhlofT will run
for the Gold while veteran Carleton Grode and soph Red Hecker
will distance for the Vikes.
Mile and Two-mile; Ross and
Crow will be particularly outstand
ing for the Goldmcn in these two
distance events. If Schubert is in
shape, it will make a lot of differ
ence to the Vikings. If not Grode
and Fulton will have to again bear
the burden.
Hurdles: Bob Volger of the downstaters has proven himself especial
ly adept in the hurdles this season
and will easily place. Gates will
take on the lows only while soph
Bill Crawford of Beloit will com
pete In both. Sam Leete is the Denneymcn's big threat and with the
highs he should have little trouble.
The 220 lows is a different set-up.
Gord Walker will be in the highs,
for sure, possibly the lows. Jack
Crawford of Lawrence with Jwothirds to his credit may take an
other today in the lows.
Broad Jump: Bigson and Gertz,
last year letter-winners are the Be
loit contestants. Vande Walle, Leete,
Graf, and Beck will jump for the
Blue and White, while it is possi
ble Lawrence may score a first and
second here, Gertz may turn the
tide and come through to spoil the
fine record made so far by Viking
broad jumpers.
High Jump: Those same two boys.
Gibson and Gertz will be bothering
the Vikes again in this event. Soph
Woleban also competes for the
Gold. Leete will attempt to go over
at 6 ; something he couldn't quite do
last Tuesday. Walker and Fritz will
leap for Lawrence, too.
Pole Vault: Beloit really lacks
good material in the pole vault but
Loughborough and Pickering are
working cn it; Woleban also. Osen
and Weidman should score in this
event.
Javelin: Ed Fritz with his con-
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SPORTS CALENDAR
Track
Today: Beloit at Lawrence.
Tuesday, May 11: Oshkosh Nor
mal at Lawrence.
Sat., May IS: Mid-West meet at
Carlton
Sat., May IS: Freshman track;
Ripon at Lawrence.
Tennis
Today: Beloit at Lawrence.
Golf
Today: Beloit at Lawrence.
Baseball
Today: The Seniors vs. the Fac
ulty (after the track meet.)
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Mercer Receives
Athletic Award
Derr Speak* at Ba*ket-VoIley hall Humpict; Pre*
sent Award*
Margaret Mercer was awarded
the cup which is given annually to
the most outstanding senior girl
in athletics at the annual BasketVolley-Ball Banquet held at Ormsby Hall last Wednesday evening
Selection for this award is based
upon scholarship, general atti
tude. and participation in extra
curricular activities, besides out
standing athletic ability.
Thetas Win Plaque
Kappa Alpha Theta received the
plaque which is awarded annually
to the sorority which has accum
ulated the most points by winning
athletic tournaments during the
current season.
Coach Paul Derr was the speak
er of the evening. He talked on the
most essential things that one
should remember in the field of
athletics, which may briefly be
summarized as follows: <1) Play the
game square, *2) keep faith, <3>
keep your temper, •4) keep fit. <5)
keep a stout heart in defeat, <6 >
keep your pride under in victory
and above all, play the game.
"L" Sweaters Awarded
The following girls received their
"L” sweaters: Margaret
Mercer,
Alice Stroud. Gladys McCoskrie.
Ruth Schuettge. Alice Holloway
and Marian Humleker. Hockey
awards went to Betty Morrison.
Jean Doerr. Alice Holloway, June
Mauland, Helen Peters, Harriet
Houck. Barbara Rounds, Marian
Humleker. Kitty Kendrick. Mar
garet Mercer, and Ruth Schuettge.
Recipients of volley ball varsity
awards were Betty Morrison, Ruth
Pfeiffer. Evangeline Webber. Vi
vian Steger. Mary White. Betty
Jane Capps, Marian Humleker, Ann
Shattuck.
Varsity Awards
Basketball varsity awards were
given to Jean Lewis. Marrian
Humleker. Alice Holloway. Barbara
Rounds, Betty Morrison, Adinc
Clare.
Bowling varsity awards went to
Elinor Towne. Betty Morrison. Mar
jorie Wilson. Gladyse Held, Helen
Pedley, Janet Lewis.
sistency ought to take the javelin
but Joe Tomulis will be a thorn in
his side. Haagenson is also com
peting; both won freshmen numer
als in the event. Burton, most like
ly and possible Mac Donald will
score.
Weight.«; Ned Megcr, Wells. McQuire and Haagenson are out best
in the :-hot and fairly good in the
discus. Kapp should repeat with
Maertzweiler rnd Mac Donald like
ly to place.

PHONE 585
FOR A

TOWN TAXI
1 0 c per person
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Day and Nite

Ed Frits, star vike Javelin man. gets off one of M t long ones, oest
last this year—189 feet. The Javelin is Just leaving Frits'* hand.

Seniors Meet Old Men
Of the Mountain Today
Whether or not that crazy letter
ed masterpiece is ever deciphered,
this afternoon the Old Men of the
faculty meet those senior Boy« from
down under in what promises to be
the baseball game of the century.
Amid the seriousness of local po
litical strife, faculty and senior
class dccidc to combine in pursuit
of fun.
It should be more than a base
ball game, more than sport. If you
one of those fortunatcs lucky
enough to be in the stands tomor
row. you will see whether those
aged ones can turn back the years
and overcome the vitality of youth.
Can dcripid Old Men. bones long
set. stand up against the onslaught
of Boys in the prime of life?
Master against pupil, and who
knows the answer? Both teams sec
victory in sight. The Old Men. de
termined in their rejuvenation pro
gram. can’t see the Boys for dust.
The Boys don’t know whether to
laugh or cry. One rumor has it that
they have decided to let the pitcher
and catcher play the game alone
and they take their books out
there, sit on the bases, and study
for their comprehcnsives. Another
has it that an agreement has been
reachcd between ihe teams, that
the Old Men have bullied the Boys
into taking two strikes on them
selves before they step up to the
plate, and that the plan goes un
der the guise of vocational training
for life after graduation.
There may and may not. of
course, be merely idle rumors. It's

Carroll Bests (»ood
Beloit Track Team
In One Point Win
Results
I.awn-me 90, Ripon 41.
Carroll 66. Beloit 65.
Grinnell 111, Carleton 20.
III. College 52. Carthage 37: Mon
mouth 32.
Carrol] College scorcd a one point
victory over Beloit last week to
snare their first track win of the
season. The Pioneers proved them
selves to be an active threat in the
forthcoming state meet to be held
in Beloit. The relay was the decid
ing event of the meet. Monmouth
dropped a triangular meet to two
other Illinois Colleges, finishing
third. The Scots have shown them
selves rather weak this season, fin
ishing third in both of their triang
ular meets.
Sixty ballplayers of the Amer
ican Association have attended col
leges or universities at one time or
other. Thirty of these received de
grees.
hard to say what’s the thing to be
lieve ihcse days. At any rate, the
game should be a masterpiece, and
well worth dropping those books
and flunking out of school to see.
»Note: This is not Facist propagan
da.)

HAVE YOUR TENNIS RACKET
RESTRUNG NOW!
We Do a Mighty Good Job of It!
Incidcntly . . .

We have a N E W C O M PL E T E STOCK
of G O L F CLUBS
Also our utual stock of
D U N LO P T EN N IS BALLS

Betas Take Three
Tilts; Lead Greek
Baseball Tourney
Delta Tan Delta Holds Sec
ond Position; Sig Eps
Are Third
1N1EKFRATERNITY BASEBALL
Standings
W. L.
Pci.
Beta Theta Pi
3 0 1.000
Delta Tau Delta
2 0 1.000
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1 1
.500
Phi Delta Theta
0 1
.000
Delta Sigma Tau
0 2
.000
Phi Kappa Tau
0 2
.000
Results to Date
Betos 18. Delta Sigs 0.
Delts 25. Delta Sigs 10.
Betas 14. Phi Taus 8.
Sig Eps 24. Phi Taus 8
Betas 8. Phi Delts 6.
Delta 22. Sig Eps 9.
B«hind excellent fielding the Be
tas took their third straight interleague game with an 8-6 victory ov
er the Phi Delts. Helterhoff, Bayley. rnd DeBaufer led the Beta
hitting attack which began battinc the runs over the platter in the
fifth as the Phi Delts saw a one run
lead rapidly melt away. Jim Joseph
pitched his third win of the year.
Taking advantage of erratic
pitching and slovenly fielding, the
Delts moved up a notch with a 22f) win over the Sig Eps. Hallquist
batted and pitched his club to the
walk-away with the Delts batting
around in two different innings.
Bolh the Delts and the Betas have
completely outclassed their oppon
ents in marking up their triumphs,
but the Sig Ens showed class in
handing the Phi Taus a 24-8 lick
ing.
Betas -II
AH. R. H.
Helterhoff *c>
4 1 3
S. Ottman *2b)
3 0 1
J. Ottman <rf)
3 1 0
DeBaufer «lb)
4 2 2
Bpvley <sf>
4 1 3
Gaiko <cf)
3 0 0
Schcuss «ss)
2 1 0
Morrow «If)
2 0 0
Leverenz <3b)
3 1 1
Joseph <p)
3 1 1
Phi Delts (-10
AB. R. H.
Haak <c)
4 1 1
Johnson <s)
3 1 1
Sloan <3b>
3 1 1
Gmeiner Of)
3 0 0
Straubol Mb)
3 0 0
Novakofski *2b)
3 0 0
Allen <ls)
3 1 C
Garvey <cf)
3 2 2
Mattmiller <rf)
3 0 3
West berg *p)
3 0 1
Strik^-outs: Joseph 2; W^-'Vrg 7.
Delts 22-19
AP. R. H.
Faleide <3b>
5 2 2
Wolterding <cf)
4 2 2
Walling <c)
5 2 2
Walker «ss)
5 2 1
Hallquist 'p>
5 4 3
Seegers <sf>
3 3 1
Thomas '2b)
4 2 2
West «rf>
5 3 2
O'Neil <!f)
5 1 2
Leech »lb. n)
4 1 1
Sig Eps 9-8
AB. R. N.
Sheldon
2 2 0
Turn to Page 0

Slacks call for shirts
and sweaters and
Schmidt’s have the eall
for all three
One pair of the right sort of
slacks will take you thru' a
summer . . . when you’ll
need three shirts and we’d
&ny, two sweaters.
And if you’d like to see
what the rest of Appleton
thinks is the best stock in
the city . . . come in . . .
we'll be with you in a jiffy.
SLACKS in fine flannels,
linens and crashes $3.95
S W E A T E R S ......... $1.95
SHIRTS ................ $2.00

Matt Schmidt
& Son
VALLEY SPORTING GOODS CO. HATTERS
— CLOTHIERS
211 N. Appleton St.

Phone 2442

106 E. College Ave.
i i

.
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Vikings Defeat Ripon; Take
Honors in Second Dual Meet
Scorc

Is

llu»

90*11;

Lede

F if te e n

Point»
The Vikes picked up their sec
ond dual track win last Tuesday
to run the consecutive string to
five straights as they topped Ripon
at Ripon by a 90-41 count. Winning
only two firsts, the Redmen were
led by Captain Johnny Pray and by
sprint man Blackwood Those two
men accounted for eighteen of the
Downstaters* points. Sam Leete
again scored heavily for the Blue
and White by copping both hurdles
and broad jump; Pray beat him out
in the high jump. Grode also show
ed well with firsts in both the
mile and 880 to hang up ten points
for Lawrence. Joe Graf snared the
100 again in the same time as he
ran it last week and won the 220
Tuesday in :22.7 time. Taking both
the shot and discus, Kapp repeat
ed his last week’s performance to
garner ten points; he tossed the
plate I28’8," about a foot above his
last toss.
Grode Takes Mile
Mile; Grode beat out Searle to
capture the opening run in 4:45
time. Hecker took third, a few
paces back. Schubert, ill. was un
able to run.
Quarter: VandeWalle stepped out
in plenty fast time to grab the 4*0
in :53.l time. Gerlach took second
with Ripon’s threat. Dave Mananocha in third. Score; Lawrence 14.
Ripon 4.
Lawrence Win* Shot
Shot: Kapp’s heave of
*t” was
¡»bunt half a foot short of last week
but enough to easily cantu re the
event. Meartzweller and MacDonald
continue the sweep of the shot with
37 foot tosses. Score: Lawrence, 23
Rioon 4.
100 vard dash: Maintaining the
lead throughout the century run.
Soph Joe Graf took the 100 for
the second time this season in M0 .2.
the same as last week. Blackwood
of Ripon won second place, with
Kolb of the Rodmen in third. Score:
Lawrence 28. Ripon 8
Leete Ties State Rerord
High hurdles: Sam Leete to ok his
initial first of the meet in the
highs, breaking the tape in :15.5
Sammle tied th e state record with
this time. Johnny Pray grabbed sec
ond while Walker of the Vikes
finished third. Score; Lawrence 34.
Ripon It.
Half mile: Running the 880 in
2 0 55 time. Carleton Grode won his
second first of the match with two
Ripon men, Krueger and Lehmen
in the second and third spots.
Hecker ran fourth for the Vikes.
Score: Lawrence 39. Rinon 14
Osen Takes First
Pole vault: Osen bested his jump
of last week by half a foot to snare
first with a leap of l t ’6”. Ole beat
out Gorn of Ripon, who jumped
I0'4". Wcidman of the Vikings plac-

cd third with 10’. Score: Lawrence
45. Ripon 17.
Discus: A toss of 128'8" showed
Lawrence's Junior Kapp winner in
the discus event for the second
time this season. Harry Evans re
turned from his journeying long
enough to take second MacDonald
of the Vikings captured third.
Score: Lawrence 51, Ripon 21.
Graf Wins Sprint
220 yard dash: Joe Graf, the soph
sprint ace, took the 220 away from
Blackwood of Ripon by a goodly
margin with Gerlach grabbing
third. Vandy couldn’t quite get go
ing this time: he won the 220
against Carroll. Graf’s time :22.7.
Score: Lawrence 57, Ripon 2'4.
High jump: Pray pulled the sur
prise of the afternoon by topping
Leete in the high jump. Last year
in a close duel Sam beat out Pray,
but Tuesday was Pra.v’s turn. He
did 6’. Walker captured third again
for the Denneymen. Score: Law
rence 61, Ripon 29.
Kipon Takes Two Places
Two mile: Though again show
ing a driving finish. Fulton of the
Vike squad could not overtake the
Redmen, Zarling and Searle. Ripon
won its second and last first of the
afternoon and its only first two
places in one event. The time:

nur.

220 low hurdles: Leete snared the
lows from Pray thereby revenging
the high jump results. Sam’s time
was 26 flat. Jack Crawford of the
Vikings again won third. Score:
Lawrence 68. Ripon 40.
Javelin: Eddie Fritz was again
complete master of the javelin with
a nice throw of 167’5'’ to take an
other first. Cliff Burton scored a
second, while Mathos of Ripon grid
iron fame took third. Burton's toss
was 153'7". Score: Lawrence 76.
Ripon 41.
Lawrence Makes Second Sweep
Broad jump: Leete. VandeWalle.
and Graf took the broad jump in
a complete sweep. Lawrence’s sec
ond of the afternoon. Score: Law
rence 86. Ripon 41.
Relay: When veteran sprint man
Blackwood of the Redmen turned
his ankle on the first leg' of the

LAWRENTIAK

Sport Shorts
Coe College, with Harry Martin
competing, looks like a sure-fire
winner In the pole vault at the mid
west meet next Saturday. . . . If
Martin wins, it will be the sixth
time In the last 7 years that the
Kowaks have topped the confer
ence in that event. . . . Coe looks
more and mo. e like the best in the
league. . ,
Lawrence and Knox should battle
it out for second. . . . Goff and Coan
of the Siwashers ought to pick up
seven or eight points apiece. . . .
Carleton will have to go some to
grab fourth after their showing last
week. . . , Grinnell ran over them
111 to 20. . . . Cornell will probably
get fourth now, Carleton fifth. . . .
Beloit and Monmouth may fight it
out for sixth and Ripon holding a
slim chance to edge away from the
cellar. . . .
Northwestern U’s baseball nine
shut out Lake Forest Wednesday,
5-0. . . . Strying and Roth of the
Wildcats pitched a no-hit game to
gether against the Foresters. . . .
Beloit college will see a lot of
new opponents next season in bas
ketball. . . . The Meansmen take
on Armour Tech, De Pauw, Ball
State, Wayne U. of Detroit, and
Oberlin in ’3 7 ’38.
Coach Forest Rittgers of Coe los
es on the average of 15 to 20
pounds each basketball season. . . .
The Cornellian, Cornell college pa
per, panned the Purple squad last
week for being hopelessl-- ‘’indif
ferent” . . . Cornell Coach Judd
Dean agreed with the terminolo
gy. . . .
That wise crack I made about
Carroll a couple of weeks back was
better left unsaid. . . . One of the
boys came back with a clever
crack. . . . "The football score next
season ought to be closer—closer to
50 points for Carroll” . . . which
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Betas Hold Lead
In Baseball Race
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
Roberts
Viney
Rosebush (c>
Hastings
Riesen (p)
Schwartz
Isely (p)
Guyer
Kelley
Strike outs: Hallquist 4:
Isely 0.

2

0

4 2
4 2
4 1
4 0
3 0
3 0
3 1
3 1
Riesen

0
0
2

3
1
0
0
2
1

3;

Walling (c)
4 3 1
Fischer (ss)
2
1
1
Walker (ss)
2
1
1
Hallquist (lb)
4 4 3
Jackson (p)
4 4 2
Thomas (2b)
2
2
0
Seegers (bf)
2
3 2
O ’Neil (If)
5 1 2
Delta Sigs 10 «
AB. R. H.
Tinker
3 1 0
Herzog (3b-p)
2
2
1
Smith (c)
3 2 1
Bartella <p-lf)
3 1 1
Alston (lb)
4 0 0
Borman (2b)
3 1 0
Fobart (ss)
3 1 1
Bury (If)
3 1 0
Cape (cf»
2
1
1
Letter (rf)
3 0 0
Strike outs: Jackson 9: Bartella
0; Herzog 1.

Betas 14-13
AB. R. H.
Helterhoff (c)
4 1 2
Morrow (lf>
4 1 0
Hartley (2b>
4 2 2
J. Ottman (rs>
4 2 1
Scheuss (ss>
S 3 1
AB. R. H.
Bayley (lb-p>
3 1 3 Betas 18-14
4 1 0
Gaiko (cf)
3 1 1 Leverenz (3b)
Leverenz (3b)
4 0 0 Murphy (c)
1
0
0
1 Helterhoff (c)
S. Ottman (rf>
2
1
2
2
o
0
KofTend (lb)
0
1
r 2 3
Joseph fpf)
3 2 2 Morrow (lfi
4 1 1
Phi Taus SS
AB. R. H. DeBaufer (lb)
4 2 3
Beggs (c)
3 1 1 Hartley (2b >
2
0
2
Solie (p)
3 1 1 Heideman (cf)
2
3 2
Kroos (sf>
1 Scheuss (ss)
4 2
4 2 2
4 0 0 Bayley (sf)
Bennetts (3b>
4 1 0
1 Joseph (p)
Darling (2b)
4 0
AB. R. H.
Verhage (cf»
0
0 Delta Sigs 0 4
1
3 0 0
Herold (p>
2
0 1 Pederson (3b>
2
0 0
Olsen (cf)
4 1 1 Smith (p)
3 0 0
Terrill (lb)
2
1
1 Herzog (ss)
Bartella
(p-lb>
3 0 1
3 1 1
Witt (rf)
3 0
1
3 1 0 Bury (2b)
Knox (sc>
2
0 1
Strike outs: Joseph 8 ; Solie 4; Christensen (if)
Alston (cf)
3 Q 1
Herold 3.
Tinker (rs>
2
0 0
H.
AB.
R.
Delta 25-7
Retson (cf)
2
0 0
6
3
2
Faleide (3b>
Strike outs: Joseph 7, Smith 2.
Wolterding (cf>
4 3 3 Bartella 1.

CO AL!
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half mile relay, he had to retire
and the Viking runners, Graf. VanNostrad, Gerlach. and VandeWalle
passed the batons as a matter of
course to win. It was a tough break
for Ripon's great runner. Black
wood, and the Vikes hope he’ll be
in shape for the state meet at Be
loit. Final Score Lawrence 90. Rip
on 41.

L U T Z IC E CO.
PHONE 2

Soie.
W ilso n

TENNIS NEEDS
SAVE
UP TO

KOLETZKES
Bring in your instruments
to be repaired.
217 E. College Are.

OFEM ALL NIGHT

PLATE D IN N ERS
SA N D W ICH ES
Phone 4490

219 E. Collega Ave.

G. A. L E M K E
CHOICE MEATS
and GROCERIES

The high quality of

1220 N. Morrison St
PHONE 57W

The John M arshall

LAW

SCHOOL
•O U N DtD 1199
AN
ACCREDITED
LAW SCHOOL
TEXT a n d C A SE

CO URSES
(40 w *« k i par yoar)
A fla rn o o n — 3 years
5 d a y s ...4:30-6 30
E v *m n g — 4 yoar*
M o n , W «d., Fri.,
6i3 0 9.20
Pott-graduat«

I y*ar..twicpa w*ok
Practic*

cjj'm

•xdu»iv«ly.

M ETHOD

All court«*

•

to d a g re#».

far Catalog r«cem
mended lilt of pr«-l«gal
tub ocl* and bockl.t
"Sludyof law and Prop«r
Preparation” addr.it
fdward f la* 0«an

*

iact i

Two y*art* call «9a
work ro ^ u fp d for
•nlrano»
clat»«t form
n Fab. a n d Sap».

315 Plymouth Ct., Chicago, IV

POTTS & WOODS
DAIRY PRODUCTS
are recognized by Lawrence Col
lege. We have supplied Lawrence
with our products for many
years.

P O T T S &W O O D

Schlafer’s tremendous buy
ing power brings BIG SAV
INGS to you. New fresh
stock direct from the factory.
Wilton quality.
Beautiful
new models.

$3.75
5.00
6.50
4.50
8.25
$5.00
6.00

J

2 5 %

Choose frtm one of the fin
est displays in the Fox River
Valley.

Wilson “ PHOENIX R ackets.................. $2.98
Wilson * OWENTSIA” R acke ts............ 3.95
Wilson “ SCHOLASTIC” Rackets............ 4.95
Wilson “ GOLDEN STATE” Rackets . . . 3.95
Wilson “ Tennant Lombard" Rackets . . . 6.95
— 36 ft. Tennis N e ts ............................. $3.95
— 42 ft. Tennis N e ts ............................. 4.95

Wilson or Ellsworth Vines
CHAMPIONSHIP

TENNIS BALLS

39 115
Vacuum Sealed

A M

.

\

3 for

r

Wisconsin’s Largest Retail Hardware Store

SCHLÄFERS
115 - 119 W . College Ave.

*
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Vike Net Squad
Defeats Ripon

L

LAWRENTIAN

Vike Golfers
MEN OF
. Defeat Ripon
THE PAST

Pag« Seven

Sigh With Regrets; No
Honorary for the Birds

Heideman Stars in W in;

Tennis Team Wilis Six Out
O f Seven Matches
At Oshkosh
On Tuesday of this week Coach
F. W. Clippinger took his tennis
squad to Oshkosh and thoroughly
trounced Ripon by losing only one
out oi seven matches. The Viking
squad has had more practice sincc
its match with Ca • Dll, and the im
provement on the part of the in
dividual players is evident by the
decisive margins of victory in the
scores.
Win 4 L.ngles
Against Ripon the two top Vike
players, Schmerein and Hartley,
scored wins in love sets. Strange
won by a 6-3, 6-1 margin and Jack
son, playing No. 5 r an, won 6-3,
6-1. Schalk, playing No. 4, was the
only Viking loss, with a 6-0, 6-0 de
feat.
Schmerein and Strange again
eame through with some nice play
ing in the first doubles and won
in love sets. Hartley and Schalk
also played nice tennis to win their
doubles match 6-3, 6-2.
The Viking squad will engage a
strong team of netmen from Beloit
who have won all their matches
this season, on the campus courts,
today.
Complete Result* of Match
Singles:
No. 1: Schmerein <L) beat Lyle
<R> 6-0, 6 0.
No. 2: Hartley (L) beat Lampe
(R) 6-0, 6-0.
No. 3: Strange (L) beat Williams
<R> 6-3, 6 2.
No. 4: Mueller (R) beat Schalk
CL) 6-0. 6-0.
No. 5: Jackson <L) beat Alder
ion <R> 6-3, 6-1.
Doubles:
No. 1: Schmerein and Stranke
<L) beat Lampe and Williams <R)

•SNOOKY" HEIDEMAN, ’27
Team Meets Beloit
Back in 1927 the second Law
T o d a y
rence four letter man in the Vik
ing’s long athletic history graduat
With Captain Sherman Heide
ed. A diminutive but plucky man man shooting a brilliant 38 for the
was this veteran who captured last nine holes at Tuscombia Tues
“L’s" in four sports, football, bas day. the Viking golfers topped last
year’s State Champion Ripon squad
ketball, track and tennis and who
by a 10-2 count. Heideman de
was as speedy as the proverbial feated Van Wie of the Redman 2}
“greased lightning." It was “Snoo- to } for a score of 80. Rath, num
ky” Heideman, an Appleton man, ber one man. vied with veteran
that amazed rival cage teams with Wright of Ripon at 1) points apiece.
Wright was the only returning man
his crafty dribbling, his sparkling from Ripon’s Mid-West champion
offensive drive and his clever eye ship club last season.
The victory gave Lawrence two
for the hoops. It was "Snooky" that
likewise proved a valuable asset as straight wins over state opponents;
today they meet a very strong Be
an offensive threat on the gridiron, loit outfit lead by Art Flcberg. The
for though he was an understudy Gold divot diggers have two men,
to the ace halfback Nason, at right Strong and Peterson, who were de
half Heideman saw action mainly feated last year by the Blue and
because of his tricky
running White shooters. Don Nelson or Bob
Long will meet I^awrence's number
ability.
four man.
Best in Basketball
Ripon Golf Results: Lawrence 10;
But Heideman really had the
Ripon 2.
knack in basketball. He could out
Rath 1}; Wright 1|.
up that old Armory floor, take a
Heideman <C> 2); Van Wie }.
hard pass from Kotal and drop the
Barthlomew 3; Habeman 0.
sphere in for two points almost any
Hollenbeck 3, Xreich 0.
time. ••Snooky" put the necessary
Today's Pairings: Lawrence vs.
spark into the team and though in
Beloit—
his last year the team eased off in
Rath vs. Flcberg.
the winning column, the little for
Heideman <C) vs. Peterson.
ward kept up his consistent driving
Bartholomew vs. Strong.
and pulled plenty of games out of
Hollenbeck vs. Nelson.
the fire. In his third year, Heide
man was almost singly responsible
for Lawrence’s one-sided win over
Coe, the game that cinched the
championship. Both in his junior |
and senior years. HeidemA made
first All-State and second All-West.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
He likewise led the Blue and White
scorers for two seasons, being top was well founded. . . . Johnny Gimped in his last year by Pete Briese. la feels pretty tough about keeping
Ne. 1 Tennis Man
Vandy back in the 440 two weeks
The four letter Viking represented ago. . . . In the heat of the race it's
Lawrence on the courts for three plenty possible to get excited. , . .
seasons and played as number one Gimla will be the biggest quarter
man most of the time. •’Snooky" mile threat at the St te meet. . . .
snared the state singles title at "Scoop" Birkhahn of Cornell bas
Marquette in '26 and. with Hahnke, ketball fame will meet Ed Rath of
won the doubles crown a year lat the Vikes as number one man in
er. Of 21 college matches, he lost the mid-west golf championship.
only three.
. . . Carleton, Cornell, Beloit, Coe,
On the cinder track. Heideman and Lawrence are the best bets for
picked up valuable records and 18 hole supremacy up at Norththirds to count points in the hish field. . . . Several of the nearby
hurdles, javelin, broad jump, and state schools are interested in an
high jump. Heideman grabbed sec intercollegiate soft ball tournament.
ond place in the state broad jump . . . The Vikes could pick out the
during the meet held at Carroll in best men from interfraternity cir
’27. •‘Snooky" was the perfect ath cles and present a club of say 17 or
lete in that his biggest assets were 18 players that might create a lot of
dependability and improvement; interest in spring games. , . . Car
each year saw the fighting little roll, Ripon. St. Norberts. Oshkosh
fellow a better all-around player in Teachers, and possibly Marquette
each of his four major sports. or Beloit could be logical oppon
Coach Denney, then in his second ents.
year, heaved a sigh when Heideman
along with three others of his
greats, Breise, and Kotal, graduat smoked theirs before they were
ten.
ed.
More men than women said they
slept at least ten consecutive hours
College Survey Shown a night.

Sport Shorts

6-0. 6-0.

No. 2: Hartley and Schalk <L>
beat Lyle and Mueller (R> 6-2, 6-2.

Propose Training for
Government Offices
Washington. D. C. _(ACP> — A
National Academy of Public Affairs
to train young men and women for
diplomatic and administrative ser
vice In the government as West
Point and Annapolis trains offic
ers for the Army and Navy is pro
posed in • bill introduced by Rep
resentative Disney of Oklahoma.
Under the terms of the bill, each
Congressional district would have
one student at the Academy ap
pointed by the Representative of
the district: two students from each
state at large would be named by
the Senators: and the President
would appoint fifty students from
the District of Columbia and Puer
to Rico.
Students at the time of entrance
could be no younger than 17 and
no older than 25. Each would be re
quired to have at least two years
of college work before admission.
The Acadcmy would be situated in
the District of Columbia.
Sad to relate, no hearings have
been held on Representative Dis
ney’s bill, and it Is Impossible to de
termine whether or not the legisla
tion will be enacted into law.

Modern Coeds Smoked
First Cigarets at 10

Urbana. III. —(*•)— When the Uni
versity of Illinois probed into the
characteristics and private lives of
freshmen, this is what was reveal
ed:
Forty per cent of the men and 36
per cent of the women have blue
eyes and brown hair. Brown eyes
rank second. Only six per cent of
the coeds are blonde.
Sixty-four women smoked their
first cigaret between the ages of
ten and fifteen years; eight men

IIRIO
FRIDAY

thru Monday

YOW SAHI

hj

*'

Buetow’ s Beauty Shop
Call 902

225 E. College Ave.

There are mothers

I

a n d

There are daughters
Both rate this week with

1

J
j

Flowers lor MOTHER’S D A Y I
| Corsages for FORM AL DATES !

! RIVERSIDE FLORISTS j
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*»**•

, . . Plus . . .

“ MOTOR MADNESS’

Come Freshman Guest Day or
Lawrence Day to you conservatives 1
who haven't caught up with the
times, the ivy on Main Hall and the
pecans on the breakfast rolls are
going to be worth their board and
Truckfrlers Fail to Plaee in
keep to dear old Lawrence.
In darting from Ormsby’s terrace
220 Yard Dash, Shot(thus referred to yearly) to the big
Gym, to Sage and all points north
put and Discus
and west, the vivacious little re
cruits and their doting parents
Bv not plrcing a single man in
aren't going to miss details of col the 220 yt.rd dash, the discus, or
lege life other than the quaint and
shot put, nnd also by losing the re
charming architecture (so that's
what’s wrong with the Sage ele lay run. the Lawrence frosh lost a
vator) and the superlative staples track and field meet last Thursday
of digestive existence. Pop’s going to Appletun High, 76-37.
to mark German haircuts and vio
Although the frosh team was
lent color combinations. Mamma prjved weak in the field events
won't forget brush rolls and partel.* and in second and third place win
and saddle shoes and oxford glass ners, ihere were some tracksters
es. Neither of them will fail to be who looked good in their events.
impressed by bits of distinctive and
Cochran copped the 100 yard
yet standard jewelry.
dash in 10.3 seconds. Cape ran a
The more profusely scattered are good 440 yard run timed as 53 sec
the ornamented bosoms, deductive onds, lx>hr won the mile run in 4
reasoning points to the greater pos minutes 58 seconds, while Stevens
sibility of Junior or Sister’s wear took the high hurdles in 162 sec
ing a fraternity pin. a Phi Betr ond?. Walter and Tonkin tied for
pin, a Mortar Board, or a Mace. first place in the pole vault, each
There are language fraternities, with a vault of 9 feet 3 inches.
music fraternities, dramatic associ
Other men placing in their ev*>
ations, but so far some of the most ents who should after a few week*
noteworthy
of accomplishments of training be able to place better
have gone unorganized, unrecogniz are Lochery, who was third in tha
ed. Where is the collection of pro 440. Cole third in the half mile, Jo
fessional fire escape bugs—both sephs ihird place winner in the
male and female? Where the ad low hurdles, Cochcran and Bueshesive and aspirin insignia for the ing second and third place winners
confirmed infirm? Where the badge respectively in the broad jump, and
of merit for the hes and shes Cape, who won second in the high
whose ten Chapel cuts are record jump.
ed as 4? Where the love-knots for
Hamar House parkers and Parkettes? Such a comprehensive honor man's weakness for decoration. It's
ary system would bedazzle any surprising that Lawrence hasn’t
prospective freshman. Boy Scouts. covered the situation and the chesta
Campfire and the Army all utilize more thoroughly.

Frosh Drop Meet
To High School

“ The sooner you plan your future
the better your future will be.”

The Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance
Company
ESTABLISHED 1C4«
HARTFORD
“A Company of Distinction”

HAROLD E. FULLER
APPLETON AGENCY
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GRIN AND BEAR IT

So They Say

■t LhMr

Dear Editor:
Since the present class of ’37 has been
in school, there has been a good deal of
discussion issuing from dissatisfaction with
the programs given in Chapel. These pro
grams, as everyone will admit, are often so
poor that students feel it
a waste of valu
able time to even attend. Witness the num
ber of open books, chewing gum, gab iests,
apple-eating, knitting and various other pas
times that are continuously indulged in on
these occasions. In an educational institu
tion such as ours which advocates the ‘‘lib
eral arts” ideal, this condition should never
be allowed to exist.
While we do not wish to infer that our
students are entirely innocent of that naive
inability to concentrate the attention upon
one thing—interesting and valuable or nofor more than the minimum length of time;
we do insist however, (and it has been
proved during the few Chapel sessions which
we have had which were really very
worthwhile), that given a speaker who
“knows his stuff” and can put it across to
a college audience, our students will demon
strate a high standard of interest, intellect
ual curiosity and concentration of attention.
What is bound to be the result of a con
tinuation such as we have had of poor
Chapel programs? The boys who shouted,
"The wolves are coming.” was successful in
his trick the first few times, but only be
cause people had not been initiated to the
ruse. Once too often a thing is tried. Such
a negative condition of response is set up
that it becomes almost impossible to secure
student interest, even when a good speaker
is provided. Students come to Chapel be
cause they are forced, rot because they
want to come. And they come armed with
books, papers, etc., etc.—whatever they can
manage—bccause they anticipate ‘ another
lousy program.” Is it no wonder that when
we do have a good speaker it takes him
fifteen minutes to secure the student at
tention?
Well, you say, w*e do the ’ ?st we can
with the appropriations we have for this
purpose. Maybe that is true, but if it is,
why not give the Executive Committee a
break by increasing the allotment to a respectablc amount in the new bill being proposed for raising the student activities fee
from $18 to $20? Out of two extra dollars,
$1.60 is to go for athletics, 20 cents for the
College Theatre, and only 20 cents to be di
vided between three subsidiaries of the Ex
ecutive Committee: the Social. Pep and Con
vocation Committees. Budgeted equally this
means 6 2-3 cents or a total of 13 1-3 cents
over last year for each division of the Ex
ecutive Committee. This is certainly a fab
ulous contribution from the student body in
upport of the intellectual liberal art ideal.
Before their votes on the issue as proposed,
it is to the advantage of the students to give
this problem their careful consideration.
The present batting average of our Cha
pel programs has been one out of three.
Why not cut out the two sessions every week
when the students sleep anyway, and get
good speakers from outside once a week?
By reducing the number of programs per
week and increasing the convocation ap
propriations it should be possible to make
this plan effective. After all. it Is quality
not quantity that we want. The Convoca
tion Committee and the Forum ought to
work together, the one securing good outside
speakers for a stimulating Chapel program
once a week, the other securing the ser
vices of professors on the .campus for stim
ulating Forum discussions.
We feel that this plan is practicable and
promises to be effective i:i awakening the
Lawrence student body and encouraging the
attendance of the faculty. Why not give it
a try?
E. A. W.
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Hairiet Berger. Ann Blbkeman. John Kodilly, Ottille Buerger, Cliflord Burton, Ches
ter Creider, Grada De More. Muriel Engelland, Jane Houts, Dorothy Johnson,
Carolyn Kemler, Howard Lehner. Ruth Leo
pold, Martha Lyon, Anna McNamer, Fern
Mon.oe. James Morrow, Anne Naylor,
Jeanne Parmelee, Ruth-illen Pelton, Kloronce Perry. Ella-Mae Pierce, Adele Sayer,
John Schmerein. Je*jn Steffen, Helene
Stromberg,
Evangeline
Webber,
Janet
Wetn-i, Mary White.
Advrrtisint Stall
“Great scott. man! Don’t you know that the penalty for bigamy is two
Helen Scthness, Robert Leveienz, Clan- (
mothers-in-law?”
bell Danielson, Katherine Grier, Charles
Vau Dell, Betty Kleiner, Norman Lambie,
Rocnona Roehl, Jean Temple.
rushing dilemma, by transferring rush become more and more intellectually ag
Ad Makr-up Stall
Margaret Scott, Ruth Perry.
ing activities to the fraternity houses. 1 gressive, an aggressiveness or progress
Other matters which concerned us and iveness which is reflected in its own con
Main Lawrentian
which are still pressing problems include stant improvement and in an alert, intel
athletic policy and the educational policy ligent, and courageous editorial policy.
Policies Should Continue
of the college. If the Editorial Council Only then can the Lawrentian contribute
On Wednesday afternoon the Lawren
can be reorganized along the lines of im  signiticantly enough to the betterment of
tian Board of Control elected the new ed proving its fact finding capacity, the new Lawrence College and to the attainment
itor-in-chief for the 1937-38 term. The editor can achieve far more efficient and of worthwhile educational experience to
make it worthwhile to write for it, edit it,
old leadership wishes to take this oppor effective results than we did. This year’s
or read it.
tunity to extend to the new editor our Council how'ever, has been the most ef
congratulations and our wishes for his fective one since the inauguration of the
success. We hope that he can eliminate institution four years ago.
From Other Presset
In affairs outside the campus, we have
the many defects of .he Lawrentian
which we have been unable to do in this also attempted to take well-defined
HI, SUCKERS!
one brief year. On the other hand wc stands on problems facing the world, the
Each
year
Wisconsin fraternity, soror
nation,
and
the
state.
To
say
that
these
hope that the new leadership w ill main
tain the core of recent Lawrentian policy problems have nothing to do with the ity and honorary society members pay
which has been to make this activity Lawrence campus and Lawrencc students thousands of dollars to jewelers for their
is naive indeed. There are far too many official insignia, party programs, silver
worthwhile educationally.
Along the latter lines we hope that academic ostriches hiding their heads in ware and favors.
This inclues fraternity pins (which av
next year’s Lawrentian editors can ef ivory towers. Because of the prevalence
fectuate many ideals which have remain of this view' on the campus, the Lawren erage in cost from $9 to $25), sorority pins
ed but distant goals to us. The greatest tian has set itself against this strong tide (averaging from $12 to $25), and honor*
need for improvement Is in better and and has backed other agencies such as ary insignia, averaging from $1.25 to $10.
more interesting news writing. In a the Student Forum which attempt to do Party programs, including those of the
weekly newspaper an old story must the same thing. We hope that future edi Military Ball and the Junior Prom, bring
stand on more than a mere recital of facts. tors w ill also realize that problems such up the total paid to jewelers, and favors,
The challenge of improving writing and as the Supreme Court, the Wagner Act, averaging about $1.25 apiece, polish off
covering of news open for next year’s and peace are probably more important to the tidy sum which the jewelry compan
staff vast opportunities—here is a real ed students' lives and happiness than campus ies collect.
The statement that the "jewelry com*
affairs which now' seem so imposingly im 
ucational opportunity.
The features in the paper still need portant. A college atmosphere assumes a panies collect,” however, is a misleading
more variety and should include more m inim um of intelligence on the part of its term. For it is an established fact that
sidelights on the week’s news and campus students. Intelligent people are concern- there is only one jewelry company in the
personalities. To accomplish this, more ed to think and act about the above prob fraternity and sorority market today. It
is the company whose ads appear in prac
students who can write cleverly and in lems.
telligently must w-ork on the staff realiz
The editorial position which the Law tically every Greek letter society publicaing that such experience is just as educa rentian assumes on such matters, is not tion. and whose contracts as “official jewtional as class room activity.
so important as achieving the stimulation eler” are affirmed at national convention
In brightening up the paper the Law  of thought and consideration. It is quite each year—the L. G. Balfour company.
Balfour's enjoy the privileges of the
rentian this year has been unusually for patent that this cannot be done by ob
tunate in securing good pictures, largely jectively suggesting a “study of current monopolist in nearly every fraternity and
through the efforts of student photogra events.”
sorority of size in the nation, since the
phers and through the courtesy of Ap
Furthermore, if the study of affairs national organizations uphold the com
pleton Post-Crescent. The sports page outside the cr.mpus is to be profitable, pany’s right to the entire business of their
and the society page have been very well educationally, students and, above all, the societies. Competitors are discredited as
handled. Sports editor Joe Koffend and student paper must discuss them. The at being “price - cutters,” “shoddy - goods
society editors Ruth and Helen Bauer titude among most students that we m ujt dealers,” etc.
have, on the whole, made their pages in follow the lead of the professors is un
Wisconsin fraternities and sororities
teresting to Lawrentian readers. If the fortunately the approach of an education have blindly followed the leadership of
new editor can continue to receive the al level lower than college. The value their national organization for years in
fine cooperation we have had from the comes from students discussing and form* the matter of buying insignia. Balfour’s
staff and the editors, he can make great ulating their ideas out of their own read gets all the business. The advertising
strides next year toward raising Lawren ing, talks with informed people, and their bulletins of Brochon and Edwards, Haltian quality.
own thinking, and then producing the deman and Company, and the other jew*
Editorially, we have attempted to do results in an editorial, So They Say, or elers who make identical products, are
exactly what editorials are supposed to special article.
discredited by the national officers at ev
do, namely, take a definite stand on issues
We are sure that as long as the Law ery opportunity. The locals, without
confronting students, not only those mat rentian continues its efforts to become a bothering to investigate similarity in
ters concerning them as Lawrentians but more readable and interesting paper guarantees and quality, follow' the nation
also as American citizens.
through improving writing, using pictures al’s advice.
Without meaning to discredit Balfour’s
In campus affairs the Editorial Coun and adding and bettering feature articles,
cil takes some pride in having initiated it will command respect both on and otf products in any way, since that company
the draft of the new student constitution the campus. To achieve this, continued has enjoyed an equal reputation with oth
which provides for preferential voting student support is needed in criticism and er fraternity jewelers in quality or prod
and proportional representation, and also actual participation in Law'rentian activ ucts, local fraternities and sororities
(or initiating the plan solving the sorority ity. Above all, the Lawrentian should should strenuously object to the dictator-

Dear Editor:
Why all the furor and beating around
the bush in the matter of administration
decisions in the choosing of counselors? The
administration is exercising a function whol
ly in their hands. Why then, equivocation
from both sides?
Lawrence women vociferously cry that
inroads are made on the sacred domain of
L.W.A.’s jurisdictions; that its poor freshmen
women of the class of 1941 are to be de
prived of that hovering-wing helpfulness
that other classes have so deeply appreciat
ed. To accuse the weaker sex of such al
truism is being unkind. Why not say that
counselors are invaluable to rushing, and
that protests come from sororities in ratio
to their counselor strength and be done with
it?
And the administration—why don’t they
admit they have found a book in the three
hundreds in the library called “The Prince”
by Nicolo Machiavelli and have done with
that too?
Yours for better bushes.
B. S.
ship of their national organizations on
this matter. Any tendency to cut down
competition is likely to result in someone
getting skinned—and it isn’t likely to be
the jewelry company.
If additional information on this issue
is desired, an excellent source is a
pamphlet submitted to the N RA code au
thorities on March 5, 1934, entitled "Does
L. G. Balfour Own the College/ Frater
nities?” This is available at the univer
sity library in bound form.
— The Daily Cardinal.

